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          Steps to reproduce the issue

	Open PDFtron web viewer in edge browser
	Draw the free text annotation
	Save the free text annotation
	Refresh the edge browser


We can observe that free text annotations are misplacing to different position

Image before save
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Image after refresh
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Product:

Product Version:7

Please give a brief summary of your issue:

(Think of this as an email subject)

Please describe your issue and provide steps to reproduce it:

(The more descriptive your answer, the faster we are able to help you)

Please provide a link to a minimal sample where the issue is reproducible:
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	Add a free text annotation to a PDF on Cross-Platform (Core)
	Convert between different coordinates on Cross-Platform (Core)  - Understanding coordinates
	Add a rectangle annotation to a PDF on Cross-Platform (Core)
	Semantic Compare on Cross-Platform (Core) - Overview

APIs:	Enum FreeText.IntentName
	Class FreeText
	AnnotsCompat.FreeText - public static void SetFontSize (long impl, double font_size)

Forums:	Enable LTV for an existing signature C++
	How can i make a pdf form editable with all its form fields?
	How to open Non-PDF document without converting to PDF in iOS?
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          Hello @vinaymuthanna0727,

Were you able to reproduce this in one of our online demos?

https://www.pdftron.com/webviewer/demo/

I tested this workflow on the latest Edge using WebViewer 8.2 and did not observe this issue. If you are not able to reproduce using the demo, then I would suggest you upgrade versions of WebViewer.  Here is a guide to facilitate the migration to 8.
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Best Regards,

Armando Bollain

Software Developer

PDFTron Systems, Inc.

www.pdftron.com
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